___________________________________________________________________________
Typhoon Haiyan
Shelter and CCCM Combined Cluster Meeting Minutes
Tacloban
th

Friday 20 Nov
Hub: Tacloban - Overall focus of the meeting was on shelter in district 8.
Chaired: DSWD/Shelter Cluster/IOM
Attended: UNDAC, OCHA, Save the Children, Acted, IOM, ARC, WVI,

MIRA and OCHA update
-

MIRA will be completed in next few days.

-

Benificary communications officer from OCHA is now available and will be pushing agencies to undertake
this and incorporate feedback mechanisms.

Overview of Gov & Agency Updates: (See 3Ws prepared by OCHA for specifics –
not released today)
-

DSWD to clarify cash for work rate tomorrow.

-

Assessments by individual agencies are ongoing

-

Many agencies planning or have worked in Tanuawan.

-

Targetting – many agencies leaving it to barangay captains or munciple officers to distribute. May need
follow up by agencies.

-

Pipeline – significant uncertainty regarding pipeline. But likely 20 - 100 thousand tarps on way to Tacloban
hub. Agencies should be considering placing orders now for more durable solutions such as CGI and fixings.

-

Specifications – SCT still not able to share suggested

Key Shelter Actions (ongoing):
-

Shelter Cluster Co-ordination Team (SCT) to summarise strategy in next meeting for benefit of all agencies
to ensure consistency of response.

-

Priority for targetting needs to be better understood and agreed by all. SCT to speak to key agencies
individually and summarise in next meeting.

-

Assessments and where people have assessed, findings and where planned assessments, and how others
access information needs to be understood. SCT to speak to agencies and summarise in next meeting.

-

Specifications – SCT to speak to agencies and share house repair kit specs.

-

Pipeline – SCT to speak to agencies and gather and share pipeline information.

-

High hazard and no build zones – SCT to speak to OCHA about finding out more information on this issue
and likely timeframes.

DTM
The roll out of the DTM was presented to cluster members. This cross sectorial monitoring tool highlights and
raises flags on concerns per sector at IDP sites and provides a decision making tool for service providers. As an
example from 41 sites with a total of over 15,000 persons only 231 latrines are reported in total.

___________________________________________________________________________
Partners are sought to roll out the DTM in areas outside of Tacloban, IOM will provide training and materials.
The DTM is attached and available on hard copy at the OSOCC. Maps will be produced shortly for ease of
access to sites.

Facilitation of Return and durable Solutions
Discussions have started involving CCCM, Shelter Sector and Early Recovery Clusters to map settlement
solutions via mapping land owners in IDP sites and mapping out plots in danger or green areas to start the
categorization of for instance:


Can return with minimal assistance =land owner with plot that requires debris removal achievable through
cash work + T shelter



Can return with medium assistance = same as above but with assistance of heavy machinery.



Cannot return = not land owners or owners in no return areas.

This will be further discussed and analysed tomorrow to have a solid proposal for the Municipality and DWH.

-Concerns raised that Camps are being set up without WASH and drainage in particular-

Useful definitions:
Evacuation Centres: Sites identified by DSWD to evacuate persons at risk that have become temporary sites as
Internally Displaced Persons residing in them cannot for the being return home.
Spontaneous Sites: infrastructure that resisted to the typhoon that people occupied after having lost their
homes. Most are collective Centres meaning they are sheltered in existing infrastructure instead of makeshift
shelters in vacant plots.

Humanitarian response webpage:
https://philippines.humanitarianresponse.info/clusters/camp-coordination-management

Next Meeting
Daily CCCM and Shelter meetings will continue to take place jointly in Tacloban at the OSOCC (Grand Stand)
st
next meeting 21 Nov 2pm
Early Recovery will follow Shelter & CCCM combined meeting every other day (22nd 3pm next meeting)

Key documents:
Fixing tarps and emergency shelter:
https://www.sheltercluster.org/Asia/Philippines/Typhoon%20Haiyan%202013/Documents/131116%20IEC%20%20Tarpaulines.pdf
Guidance from Shelter, CCCM, WASH and Protection Clusters - Transitory Tent Sites Guidelines illustrated:
https://www.sheltercluster.org/Asia/Philippines/Typhoon%20Haiyan%202013/Documents/131116%20IEC%20phil
lipines-Illustrated%20Tent%20Guidelines.pdf

___________________________________________________________________________
Humanitarian response webpage:
https://philippines.humanitarianresponse.info/clusters/camp-coordination-management
Two IEC on site planning and best practices, build back safer, for reconstruction/repair of transitional or core
houses:
https://www.sheltercluster.org/Asia/Philippines/Typhoon%20Haiyan%202013/Documents/131116%20IEC%20%20SIte%20Planning.pdf
https://www.sheltercluster.org/Asia/Philippines/Typhoon%20Haiyan%202013/Documents/131116%20IEC%20%20BB%20Safer.pdf
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